
REFLECTION FOR EASTER SUNDAY 2020 

MATTHEW 28:1-10 

 

Have you experienced an earthquake? I’ve felt a tremor but never an earthquake.  I 

have seen the horrific results  of earthquakes in Japan, Christchurch in New Zealand , 

Iran – the tsunami in 2004 in Indonesia, Thailand, Sri Lanka and India. When the earth 

itself suddenly shakes and turns to jelly it must be absolutely terrifying.    

Edan Corkill lived in Tokyo during the huge 2011 Japanese earthquake that caused a 

huge tsunami and the Fukushima nuclear disaster. Being a journalist he wrote about it:   

It “didn’t stop. It grew so violent that soon everything in the room appeared to be moving 

in unison – desks, photocopiers, chairs, bookshelves. Left, right, left, right, left right, 

they went in a manic fevered dance. Then, something switched in my brain – like the 

moment you see a 3-D image. It wasn’t the contents of the room that was shaking. It 

was the room itself, the entire 14-storey building. I could see it shaking around me, Left, 

right, Left, right, left, right. ........ * 

The earthquake changed the way people lived. Edan experienced a new unspoken 

emotional solidarity with the people he commuted to work with on the train. Sometimes 

he did not respond to people in the office because he did not know what to say. Even 

the hug he gave his wife when he arrived home and when he left in the morning felt 

different.   

Six nights after the earthquake he came home by torchlight in a total blackout. He had 

walked the route from the train station to home countless times but that night although 

he managed to pick out the footpath he  found himself ducking and dodging. It was as if 



objects that were usually just part of the landscape  were now lurching at him out of the 

dark. Suddenly nothing seemed normal or familiar. Nothing was predictable.   

Earthquakes knock people off their feet and change their lives with a suddenness that 

disorientates them and leaves them in shock. They change the physical and the 

emotional lives of people so that nothing feels the same again.    

And so it is with resurrection. The resurrection of Jesus was a shock!  Matthew could 

only describe what happened on that first Easter morning as an earthquake.         

                                                              

The upheavals of the earth as great tectonic plates in the earth’s crust move conjure up 

images of God creating the universe and the earth. Earthquakes were apocalyptic 

images that the Jews used to speak of a time when God would intervene with great 

power to overcome the domination of evil and bring in a new age so that they could live 

under God’s peaceful and restoring reign forever.   

Using such vivid earthquake imagery, Matthew is dramatically making the point  that the 

power of resurrection interrupts us and shocks us and changes everything.  

Resurrection is a world-changing event. Something new is happening.  Life and death 

will never be the same again.     

The angel clothed in dazzling white with an appearance of lightning speaks of heavenly 

presence. Resurrection is the action of God.    

The soldiers guarding the tomb shook so much for the terror of it that they fainted and 

fell on the ground like dead men.  They had been placed at Jesus tomb by Pilate at the 

request of the religious leaders. Nothing had been left to chance by the authorities; 

every precaution was being taken.  Again Matthew is making a point: There would be no 



possibility of Jesus’ disciples coming  and trying  to steal the body and then claiming 

that he had risen from the dead.  

We use images of butterflies and seeds and eggs for resurrection because they speak 

to us of new life. Yet even these beautiful images do not fully express what resurrection 

is.   

Jesus really did die. Death is an ending. There is no natural continuity between Good 

Friday and Easter Sunday. It is difficult for us who are so familiar with the story to 

imagine the shock of that first Easter morning.  

The last thing that Mary Magdalene and the other Mary were expecting as they went to 

grieve at the tomb is an angel of God rolling away the stone at the entrance of the tomb 

to reveal that it is empty. They were terrified.   

Mary Magdalene and the other Mary were brave and loyal women. They stayed and 

watched from a distance as Jesus died. They saw his broken body being placed in the 

tomb. Now they came to resume their vigil and to be near him. What these two Marys 

find comes totally out of the blue.         

Resurrection does not fit any of our boxes. God acts freely outside the boundaries of 

our understanding: God is God.  Death is an ending but resurrection is a new beginning. 

The world has changed. We are in uncharted territory as they say.  

Walking in the dark back to his home that night, Edan Corkill talks about how he and 

others just kept pointing their torches ahead and following the light one tentative step at 

a time to get home –  

and that was how he survived the next days during aftershock after aftershock, and as 

the fear of radioactivity grew and the rising death toll became overwhelming.  He and 

his wife and the Japanese people simply adjusted to this strange uncharted situation by 

focussing upon what was immediately ahead of them.   



 

And so it was with the Marys on Easter Day – except they are not stepping out in  the 

darkness – they are stepping out into the light of a new resurrection world.   

Still trembling with shock and fear, they do what the angel has told them to do - they just 

do the next thing before them and rush off to deliver their message with joy beginning to 

bubble up at the possibility that Jesus is alive.  And “suddenly” another  extraordinary 

surprise!   

Jesus himself stands in their path saying, “Do not be afraid!”   We can only imagine that 

amazing encounter – how these women who knew Jesus so well are now on the ground 

grabbing his crucified feet  - so tactile! –The one who was dead is alive. As they worship 

him as Lord, their fear gives way to faith – to trust  - for God has done this! 

We have had our own shocks recently – bushfires and storms and the slower but no 

less dramatic  experiences of the drought and now this coronavirus pandemic and 

developing recession is changing the way we live. It affects how we relate physically  - -

relationships between the generations – where we can go  - how we do church.   

Normal everyday functions like washing and greeting and shopping and work have 

changed. It affects our emotional well-being. Many among us feel vulnerable and fearful 

of COVID-19  - we have seen sadness and across the world huge death tolls. It has 

brought huge economic uncertainty – people have lost their jobs. It has even changed 

our politics.    

The word of 2019-2020 has surely been “unprecedented”   -  the fires and summer heat 

and dust storms “unprecedented”   - the virus “unprecedented”  in our life-time. These 

are unnerving days – this Easter is different – unprecedented.  



On Friday we reflected upon the self-giving love of Jesus, the Son of God,  bearing our 

suffering and our sin. We were comforted by the amazing truth that God in Jesus is with 

us. That in our isolations we are held and connected in God’s love.  

Today we awake to the amazing truth that the powers of violence and domination, of 

evil and of death did their worst conducting an unjust trial, torturing and  putting Jesus to 

death yet God has had the last word raising Jesus from the dead.   

In the First Letter of Peter we read that we have been born into a new hope through the 

resurrection of Christ from the dead.   

Today we are caught up into something far more powerful than an earthquake or a 

firestorm. Something that changes our lives not by fear and destruction and sickness 

and darkness but with hope and restoration and life and light. Today God comes to us 

and turns us around to look to the future. A new day has dawned and while this 

pandemic is still around us and justice is not always seen to be done, there is hope. 

God has acted and the reign of God that the Jews longed has dawned   -  Jesus will 

fully consummate it when he comes again. IN the meantime we have a part to play in 

this step by step.  

“Do not be afraid” the angel said to the Marys at the tomb.  “Do not be afraid” Jesus 

says to you and to me as we step out.  We may not understand everything but we can 

trust the God of resurrection.    

 As the two Marys grasped his feet, the risen Christ commissioned them to get up to be 

the first witnesses to his resurrection.    

He sent them to the disciples who deserted him and denied him in his darkest hour. He 

even calls these men “My brothers”  - words of forgiveness and affirmation. It was truly 

a new beginning. 

Notice that these are women who are sent to be the first witnesses. In Jesus’ time a 

woman’s word was not trusted in a court of law. Truly all that Jesus showed us and 

taught us during his ministry is coming to be in this new Easter world. The first are  last 

and the last are  first. Those who mourn are comforted and the kingdom of God belongs 

to the poor, the meek who are humble and  steadfast , the peacemakers, the merciful , 



the pure in heart and those who hunger and thirst for justice and the persecuted will 

taste joy.  

Today can be the first day of a new life. Christ has died for us. Christ has risen for us. 

And we are invited into a new beginning  - to step into the light of a resurrection world in 

the sure and certain hope that Jesus will come again to finish what he has started. In 

the meantime, he forgives and restores and calls and sends even you and me to be his 

witnesses.  

And as we focus one step at a time into the future, we can do it  – With new hope in our 

hearts, we can shine the light of Christ one step at a time not through power and might 

but through simply sharing with others what God has done for us. We can do it with 

mercy and simple acts of kindness and love for our neighbours especially the poorest 

and the vulnerable and those who are hurting.  

We will  shine if we let our lives be our witness to today’s good news which is far more 

powerful and wonderful than anything the world has seen.  

May God who raised Jesus from the dead bless you and fill you with hope and joy this 

Easter Day  Amen.  

 

Laurel Barr                                                                                April 12 2020 

 

*Edan Corkill, The Darkest Hours, Good Weekend, The Sydney Morning Herald, April 

22-24, p.19ff 
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